
An	anonymous	reader	shares	a	report:	Our	Georgian	and	Victorian	ancestors	may	have	enjoyed	a	Christmas	tipple
but	--	judging	by	the	size	of	the	glasses	they	used	--	they	probably	drank	less	wine	than	we	do	today.	Scientists	at	the
University	of	Cambridge	have	found	that	the	capacity	of	wine	glasses	has	ballooned	nearly	seven-fold	over	the	past
300	years,	rising	most	sharply	in	the	last	two	decades	in	line	with	a	surge	in	wine	consumption.	Wine	glasses	have
swelled	in	size	from	an	average	capacity	of	66ml	in	the	early	1700s	to	449ml	today,	the	study	reveals	--	a	change	that
may	have	encouraged	us	to	drink	far	more	than	is	healthy.	Indeed,	a	typical	wine	glass	300	years	ago	would	only	have
held	about	a	half	of	today's	smallest	"official"	measure	of	125ml.
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How	full?	(Score:5,	Insightful)
by	b0s0z0ku	(	752509	)	on	Thursday	December	14,	2017	@11:44AM	(#55738933)	
Modern	wine	glasses	are	also	seldom	filled	to	the	top.	But	yeah,	I	have	wine	glasses	from	the	1940'ies	and	they're
much	smaller	than	"typical"	today.
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twitter	facebook	linkedin	
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Re:	(Score:2)
by	UnknownSoldier	(	67820	)
/Oblg.	My	doctor	says	"I	can	only	have	1	wine	glass	a	day.	I	can	live	with	that."	joke	[pinimg.com]

Re:	(Score:3)
by	denzacar	(	181829	)
This	story	reminds	me	how	on	our	high	school	road	trip	a	friend	of	mine	was	only	drinking	from	small	glasses,	so
as	not	to	get	drunk.
Or	was	that	me?	It's	all	a	bit	fuzzy.
I	am	certain	I	was	the	one	running	through	the	hotel	halls	shooting	a	staple	gun	and	wearing	a	lampshade	on	my
head.
Which	is	something	you	want	to	be	wearing	when	shooting	staples	at	walls	in	a	cramped	space.	Those	staples	will
ricochet	all	around.

Re:	(Score:2)
by	pz	(	113803	)
MR	CUNNINGHAM
It	couldn't	be	that	you	had	too	much	to	drink,	now	could	it?
RICHIE
Oh	that's	silly!	All	we	had	was	some	beer	in	teeny	weeny	glasses.
MR	CUNNINGHAM
How	many	teeny	weeny	glasses	did	you	have?
RICHIE	(sheepish)
72.

Re:	(Score:2)
by	Thelasko	(	1196535	)
I	was	cleaning	out	my	grandmother's	house	and	found	the	glassware	set	from	her	wedding.	The	glasses	were	tiny!
My	family	discussed	keeping	them,	but	didn't	for	two	reasons.

1.	 Nobody	uses	glasses	that	small	anymore.	I	don't	know	how	anyone	did	in	those	days.	They	were	like	shot	glasses.
1.	 They	were	monogrammed,	and	they	had	only	daughters.	So	the	family	name	was	dead.

1	hidden	comment

Re:	(Score:2)
by	TheRaven64	(	641858	)
Nobody	uses	glasses	that	small	anymore.	I	don't	know	how	anyone	did	in	those	days.	They	were	like	shot	glasses.
They	had	armies	of	servants	to	keep	them	filled.	Small	was	a	feature,	because	it	meant	it	needed	refilling	more
often	and	so	you	got	to	show	off	the	number	of	servants	that	you	had	more	visibly.	If	you	had	larger	glasses	then
you	wouldn't	have	an	excuse	for	your	servants	to	wander	around	the	room	refilling	glasses	as	much	and	people
might	not	notice	that	you	could	afford	so	many.
The	middle	classes	(who	couldn't	afford	servants,	but	could	afford	wine	and	expensive	glasses)	used	small	ones
because	that's

0.5l	(Score:2)
by	jawtheshark	(	198669	)	*
Wine	glasses	are	nearly	0.5litres	now?!?	Wow.	I	thought	the	standard	size	was	0.2litres...	For	about	six	glasses	per
bottle.
Could	it	just	be	those	are	“designer”	glasses,	that	you	aren’t	supposed	fill	to	the	brim.

Re:0.5l	(Score:4,	Informative)
by	vux984	(	928602	)	on	Thursday	December	14,	2017	@12:32PM	(#55739453)	
yup	pretty	much.	we	use	these	at	home...
https://www.amazon.com/Riedel-...	[amazon.com]
It's	a	21oz+	glass.	(0.6L)	But	see	the	picture...	that's	about	how	full	you	full	them.	You	can	swirl	the	wine	in	them,
see	the	legs,	and	enjoy	the	'bouquet'.
Nobody	would	ever	fill	them,	even	halfway	would	be	pretty	absurd.
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Re:	(Score:2)
by	apoc.famine	(	621563	)
Speak	for	yourself!	The	box	of	wine	is	all	the	way	in	the	other	room.	Filling	up	that	0.6L	glass	means	I'm	sitting
down	with	a	fancy	$7	glass	of	wine.	That's	called	being	classy,	not	being	a	drunk	when	your	wine	costs	that	much
by	the	glass.

449ml?	Where?!?	(Score:4,	Informative)
by	Contact	(	109819	)	on	Thursday	December	14,	2017	@11:47AM	(#55738975)	
That's	crazy,	I'm	in	the	UK	and	I've	never	seen	a	glass	that	size	outside	of	a	novelty	catalog.	I'll	concede	that	wine
glass	sizes	have	increased	(they	used	to	be	sold	in	125ml	measures,	nowadays	it's	usually	175ml	or	250ml)	but	I've
never	seen	a	restaurant	or	pub	selling	a	measure	larger	than	250ml,	and	I	drink	a	lot	of	wine!
Reply	to	This 	 Share
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Re:	(Score:3)
by	Nemyst	(	1383049	)
Restaurants	and	pubs	have	no	interest	in	serving	larger	quantities.	They'd	much	rather	you	took	multiple	glasses
or	an	entire	bottle,	and	that	way	they	don't	have	to	stock	large,	expensive	glasses	which	often	require	unusual
cleaning	setups	(since	they're	just	too	large	to	fit	in	normal	washing	systems).	For	home	use,	though,	you'll	find	a
lot	of	glasses	like	this	[williams-sonoma.com]	with	capacities	well	above	300ml	(this	one's	around	900ml	filled	to
the	brim,	so	something	like	450ml	half	filled	is	reasonable).

Of	course,	tho

Re:	(Score:2)
by	TheRaven64	(	641858	)
In	the	UK,	the	Weights	and	Measures	Act	defines	a	small	glass	as	125ml	and	175ml,	and	multiples	of	these,	as	the
permitted	serving	sizes.	Most	places	use	125ml	and	250ml	as	the	standard	serving	sizes.

Re:	(Score:2)
by	jonnythan	(	79727	)
$12.99	for	a	4-pack	of	20	oz	(591	mL)	wine	glasses	at	Target	right	now.	The	smallest	red	wine	glass	I	see	there	is
12	oz	(355	mL).
Virtually	all	of	their	white	wine	glasses	are	12	oz	(355	mL)	or	larger.	They	have	a	couple	of	smaller	glasses,	mostly
champagne	flutes.	The	average	wine	glass	I	see	for	sale	in	Target	is	15	oz	(443	mL).
Head	over	to	IKEA	and	their	standard	white	wine	glass	is	8	oz	(237	mL),	red	wine	glass	10	oz	(295	mL).	Those	are
the	smallest	they	sell	that	aren't	small	novelty	glasses.	Their	ran
1	hidden	comment

Re:	(Score:2)
by	Ol	Olsoc	(	1175323	)
That's	crazy,	I'm	in	the	UK	and	I've	never	seen	a	glass	that	size	outside	of	a	novelty	catalog.	I'll	concede	that	wine
glass	sizes	have	increased	(they	used	to	be	sold	in	125ml	measures,	nowadays	it's	usually	175ml	or	250ml)	but	I've
never	seen	a	restaurant	or	pub	selling	a	measure	larger	than	250ml,	and	I	drink	a	lot	of	wine!
As	well,	this	study	seems	to	conclude	that	people	couldn't	figure	out	how	to	refill	their	glasses	back	then.	Even
with	that	bit	of	brilliance,	today's	wine	glasses	are	pretty	specifically	designed.	different	type	glasses	for	different
things.	We	don't	often	drink	Cabernet	out	of	a	champagne	glass.	I	suspect	that	the	glasses	were	the	sizes	they
were	because	they	were	the	sizes	they	were,	and	that	refills	were	easy	to	procure.

Re:	(Score:2)
by	TheRaven64	(	641858	)
A	449ml	glass	sounds	about	right	for	125ml	of	red	wine	or	250ml	of	white	wine.

Get	it	right	(Score:1)
by	Anonymous	Coward
449ml	is	5.8	times	larger	than	66ml,	not	seven	times.

Wrong	(Score:2,	Informative)
by	Anonymous	Coward
I	was	in	Itally	recently,	and	their	wine	glasses	are	still	pretty	small.
I	think	this	is	an	american	thing.

Re:	(Score:2)
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by	Fly	Swatter	(	30498	)
I	think	this	is	an	american	thing.
False,	otherwise	it	would	have	been	reported	in	oz	(ounces).	Really	the	glass	just	grew	to	match	the	ego	of	a	wine
snob.
-"Buttery	with	an	undertone	of	charcoal."

Re:	(Score:1)
by	Gr8Apes	(	679165	)
False,	otherwise	it	would	have	been	reported	in	oz	(ounces)
And	what	is	the	volume	of	a	wine	bottle?

Glassmaking	(Score:5,	Informative)
by	MightyYar	(	622222	)	on	Thursday	December	14,	2017	@11:49AM	(#55739001)	
The	summary	has	it	wrong	-	it	was	a	technological	(and	tax!)	limitation,	not	an	indication	of	portion	size.	From	the
actual	study:
Possible	causes
Increases	in	wine	glass	size	over	time	may	reflect	changes	in	several	factors	including	price,	technology,	societal
wealth,	and	wine	appreciation.	The	“glass	excise”	tax,	levied	in	1746,	led	to	the	manufacture	of	smaller	glass
products.16	This	tax	was	abolished	in	1845,17	and	in	the	late	1800s	glass	production	began	to	shift	from	more
traditional	mouth	blowing	techniques	to	more	automated	processes.18	These	changes	in	production	reflect	our
data,	which	show	the	smallest	wine	glasses	during	the	1700s	and	no	increases	in	glass	size	during	that	period,	as
the	observed	increase	occurred	from	the	19th	century.
And	to	emphasize	the	point,	the	study	says:
We	cannot	infer	that	the	increase	in	glass	size	and	the	rise	in	wine	consumption	in	England	are	causally	linked.
Nor	can	we	infer	that	reducing	glass	size	would	cut	drinking.
Reply	to	This 	 Share

twitter	facebook	linkedin	
Flag	as	Inappropriate

Re:	(Score:2)
by	Gilgaron	(	575091	)
I	recall	seeing	an	amusing	anecdote	elsewhere	about	English	3	legged	stools	and	corner	chairs	and	how	they
existed	primarily	because	of	some	tax	on	four	legged	furniture.

where's	James	Burke	when	you	really	need	him?	(Score:2)
by	Thud457	(	234763	)
I'm	not	impressed	unless	you	can	trace	it	back	to	the	average	width	of	a	Roman	horse's	ass.	[astrodigital.org]

Re:	(Score:2)
by	angel'o'sphere	(	80593	)
WoW,	Super	Article!

Re:	(Score:1)
by	Anonymous	Coward
Stop	with	all	this	rational	thinking	and	study	reading	right	this	minute!	We	need	to	get	eyeballs	not	facts,	now	drop
and	give	me	10	health	tricks	your	doctor	doesn't	want	you	to	know.

Re:	(Score:2)
by	MightyYar	(	622222	)
1.	Regulate	your	own	breathing.	Lazy	breathing	leads	to	inadequate	lung	utilization.	Think	about	your	breathing
and	try	to	use	all	of	your	lung.	One	good	strategy	is	to	alternate	a	single	really	deep	breath	with	a	few	very	shallow
breaths.
2.	You	are	drinking	your	water	all	wrong.	Atmospheric	gasses	can	leave	water	over	time,	creating	dead	water.
Don't	drink	dead	water!	Always	decant	your	water	(especially	factory-produced	bottled	water!)	into	a	cup,	and
then	pour	it	back	and	forth	into	another	cup	to	proper

Re:	(Score:2)
by	the_skywise	(	189793	)
Nor	can	we	infer	that	reducing	glass	size	would	cut	drinking.
Heh	-	here's	your	legally	approved	thimble	size	glass	of	wine	sir.
Screw	that	-	gimme	the	bottle!

Re:	(Score:2)
by	GerryHattrick	(	1037764	)
Did	they	also	consider	that	wine	was	drunk	mostly	by	mid	to	upper	classes,	who	always	had	servants	to	attend	at
table?	A	small	glass	might	then	be	filled	ad-lib,	whereas	today	you	fill	up	once,	or	twice	(or	whenever	you	can
reach	the	bottle).	Compare	'Port',	where	there	is	still	some	ceremony	and	the	glasses	are	much	smaller.

Re:	(Score:2)
by	MightyYar	(	622222	)
Yeah,	it	sounds	to	me	like	both	wine	and	glassmaking	have	become	more	affordable	and	more	accessible.	Cheap
packs	of	a	dozen	12oz	glasses	for	a	buck	a	piece	were	simply	not	available	in	the	1940s	(or	even	20	years	ago).	I
don't	think	there	was	anything	approaching	the	quality/price	ratio	of	"two-buck	Chuck",	either	-	and	in	any	event,
wine	was	simply	not	as	fashionable	back	then	among	the	general	populace.

Re:	(Score:2)
by	HornWumpus	(	783565	)
Oxidation	bad!	You're	letting	the	wine	degas	when	you	let	it	'breath',	not	oxidize.
You	can	rush	degas	reds	with	vacuum	stoppers.	Pour	out	a	glass,	put	in	the	stopper,	pull	a	vacuum.	Shake	gently,
remove	stopper,	it	will	be,	more	or	less,	ready.
The	real	breakthrough	has	been	in	testing	the	grapes	in	the	fields	to	select	ideal	harvest	time.	That's	why	cheap
wine	is	so	much	better.	100	years	ago,	the	only	consistently	good	wine	came	from	France.	Germany	and	Italy	has
some	hit	and	miss,	but	the	rest	of	the

Re:	(Score:2)
by	angel'o'sphere	(	80593	)
Oxidation	bad!	You're	letting	the	wine	degas	when	you	let	it	'breath',	not	oxidize.	
Depends	on	the	wine.
Most	of	the	time	you	want	it	to	oxidize	the	bad	smelling/tasting	aromas.
Wine	actually	is	not	supposed	to	have	any	gas	inside,	are	you	sure	you	are	not	mixing	it	up	with	"Champagne"	style
wines?
The	problem	with	regions	and	countries	regarding	mass	market	wines	is:	the	good	wine	is	usually	only	sold	inside
of	the	country.	I	agree	that	France	(but	also	Spain)	has	plentiful	superb	wines.	And	that	Germany	and	I

Now,	glasses...	(Score:3)
by	OpenSourced	(	323149	)	on	Thursday	December	14,	2017	@11:52AM	(#55739047)	Journal
Who	used	glasses	back	then?	Not	any	serious	drinker.	French	kissing	the	bottle	was	the	absolute	minimum.
Anybody	serious	bathed	directly	in	the	wine	barrel	head	first.
Reply	to	This 	 Share

twitter	facebook	linkedin	
Flag	as	Inappropriate

Aromas	(Score:2)
by	ant-1	(	120272	)
Nonsense,	nobody	ever	fills	up	a	glass	and	with	the	"swimming-pool"	type	ones	you	only	have	a	thin	strip	of	wine	in
the	bottom.	Big	glasses	are	better	to	develop	aromas	as	all	wine	geeks	will	tell	you	(that's	a	fact	you	can	check	for
yourself),	so	the	glassware	manufacturers	took	notice,	made	them	bigger	and	so	even	the	dollarstore	glasses	have
changed	because	everybody	wants	to	look	cool.	There	are	even	glass	shapes	per	grape	variety	these	days,	and
you'll	find	wine	geeks	ascertain	they	work,	although	that

Today's	wine	glasses	about	snob	appeal?	(Score:2)
by	swb	(	14022	)
I've	been	to	a	couple	of	wine	tastings	and	there's	always	a	few	minutes	spent	on	the	variety	of	wineglasses	in	use
and	on	display.
A	part	of	wine	snobbery	seems	to	be	sloshing	around	the	wine	in	the	glass.	OK,	I	know	this	has	some	practical
purpose	if	you're	way	into	wine.	But	it	also	seems	to	lead	to	ever	larger	glasses	as	a	kind	of	way	of	demonstrating
you	(or	some	restaurant	you're	eating	in)	is	super	serious	about	wine.
This	seems	to	me	to	lead	to	a	wine	glass	arms	race,	as	everyone	gets	more	eager	to	m

Re:	(Score:2)
by	Ol	Olsoc	(	1175323	)
If	wine	snobbery	never	became	a	thing,	would	we	still	be	drinking	out	of	smaller	glasses?
Oh	yeah,	there	are	wine	snobs.	They	are	the	adult	beverage	analogy	of	audiophiles.
That	being	said,	there	are	some	differences	in	the	wine	types	that	do	lend	themselves	to	different	type	glasses.
Some	glasses	taper	in	at	the	top	to	let	you	catch	the	smell,	some	are	more	open,	like	champagne.	Personally,	I
think	that's	a	good	thing,	since	the	bubbles	are	fun	popping	all	over,	besides,	the	worst	part	of	champagne	is	the
smell.

Re:	(Score:2)
by	swb	(	14022	)
I'm	guess	I'm	well	aware	of	the	practical	rationale	for	the	various	wine	glasses	(nose,	aeration,	etc	etc).
The	funny	thing	is,	if	you're	ever	around	an	old-world	wine	drinker,	they	often	just	use	a	juice	glass.	My	sense	is
that	for	99%	of	the	population	for	most	of	history,	wine	was	just	a	beverage,	not	something	with	a	huge	amount	of
snobbery	associated	with	it.
The	Romans	regularly	diluted	it	with	water	to	make	it	less	alcoholic,	something	that	would	make	your	ordinary
wine	snob	have	a	stroke.

Re:	(Score:2)
by	SlaveToTheGrind	(	546262	)
I'm	in	a	restaurant	and	I	think	my	wine	glass	is	a	reaction	chamber	for	a	chemistry	experiment.
It	is.	Wine	tends	to	improve	(sometimes	significantly)	with	short-term	exposure	to	oxygen.	The	more	surface	area
of	the	wine	you	expose,	the	faster	those	favorable	reactions	happen.	This	is	the	reason	for	decanters,	and,	yes,	one
of	the	reasons	for	larger	glasses.	The	increased	surface	area	in	the	glass	also	releases	more	aroma.
To	call	it	"snobbery"	seems	a	bit	off	--	these	are	well-recognized	scientific	principles	that	hold	true	for	wine	at
pretty	much	any	price	point.	If	you're	going	to	spend	money	o

Re:	(Score:2)
by	vux984	(	928602	)
"A	part	of	wine	snobbery	seems	to	be	sloshing	around	the	wine	in	the	glass."
The	purpose	of	something	like	wine	to	anyone	one	not	just	looking	to	get	sloshed	themselves	is	to	"enjoy	the	wine".
The	larger	glasses	have	several	real	purposes.	The	idea	that	larger	glasses	make	the	wine	taste	better	is	real.	The
exposure	to	oxygen	makes	a	big	difference.	And	letting	the	aromas	gather	in	the	glass	makes	a	big	difference...
most	of	taste	is	really	smell	after	all.
Sure,	the	idea	that	you	need	a	different	shape	glass

Wine	Does	Not	Equal	Alcohol	Consumption	(Score:2)
by	careysub	(	976506	)
The	article	cites	one	reason	why	this	wine	glass	size	increase	is	less	surprising	-	the	practice	of	letting	red	wines
"breathe".	You	aren't	doing	that	in	a	two	ounce	glass.	And	is	is	not	a	common	practice	to	fill	a	balloon-bowl	wine
glass	close	to	the	rim,	especially	with	the	aforementioned	red	wines.	Looking	at	examples	of	properly	served	wines
on-line	I	see	such	bowls	never	more	than	half	full,	and	often	as	little	as	a	quarter	full.
Then	too,	consider	that	this	may	simply	be	to	a	shift	in	the	role	of	wine

Re:	(Score:2)
by	Ol	Olsoc	(	1175323	)
Then	too,	consider	that	this	may	simply	be	to	a	shift	in	the	role	of	wine	as	a	beverage.	Perhaps	wine	in	1700	was
viewed	similar	to	a	cordial	today,	something	consumed	in	small	volumes	for	its	flavor,	part	of	social	ritual	perhaps.
Don't	forget	that	the	less	alcoholic	beverages	were	often	used	as	a	substitute	for	water,	given	that	many	water
supplies	were	pretty	skanky.	Beer	probably	more	often,	but	weak	wines	wer	also	a	good	water	substitute.

Re:	(Score:2)
by	Baron_Yam	(	643147	)
>Looking	at	examples	of	properly	served	wines	on-line	I	see	such	bowls	never	more	than	half	full,	and	often	as
little	as	a	quarter	full.
As	a	(mostly)	non-drinker	who	occasionally	pours	for	others...	I	just	learned	I've	been	over-serving.
Never	had	a	complaint,	though.

Bull	(Score:2)
by	nospam007	(	722110	)	*
Wine	bottles	have	75	cl	of	content	because	a	couple	of	hundred	years	ago	people	thought	that	was	the	right
amount	for	1	person	to	drink	with	their	evening	meal.
1	hidden	comment

litre	of	beer	is	the	common	size	in	Germany	usa	is	(Score:2)
by	Joe_Dragon	(	2206452	)
litre	of	beer	is	the	common	size	in	Germany	usa	is	half	of	that	or	less.

Re:	(Score:2)
by	angel'o'sphere	(	80593	)
One	liter	is	not	common	in	Germany.
The	normal	sizes	are	0.4	or	0.5	for	a	big	glass	and	0.2	or	0.33	for	a	small	glass.	Smalers	do	exist.
Some	beers	are	served	in	traditional	glasses,	which	implies	1	liter	in	Bavaria	or	0.2	in	Cologne	and	Duesseldorf.

Re:	(Score:2)
by	pr0fessor	(	1940368	)
The	most	common	packaging	is	6,	12,	18,	or	24	*	16oz	bottles	or	12	oz	cans	but	if	it's	sold	as	a	single	then	it's	40oz
bottle	or	24oz	can.	A	6	pack	of	cans	is	a	little	over	2	liters	and	it	would	be	considered	normal	for	a	guy	to	drink	an
entire	6	pack	over	a	weekend	or	a	40oz	bottle	or	2	*	24oz	cans	in	one	evening.

I	blame	Trump...	(Score:2)
by	bobbied	(	2522392	)
I	need	another	drink	to	deal	with	this!
Heck..	Just	give	me	a	bigger	glass	next	time!

Huh?	(Score:2)
by	dcw3	(	649211	)
What	non-alcoholic	drinks	a	full	449ml	class	of	wine?	My	bet	is	that	the	glasses	are	mostly	larger	for	esthetics.	The
glasses	are	typically	much	less	than	half	full	when	the	wine	is	poured.

But	people	(Score:2)
by	wickedsteve	(	729684	)
But	people	are	seven	times	larger	than	they	used	to	be	so	they	are	not	getting	any	drunker.

Glass	Size	(Score:2)
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by	dcw3	(	649211	)
As	one	of	my	professors	told	us,	you	have	to	volatize	your	esters...swirl	the	wine	around.	I'm	betting	that	that
didn't	used	to	be	common	practice,	and	thus	there	was	no	need	for	larger	glasses.

purple	drank	(Score:2)
by	PopeRatzo	(	965947	)
My	sippy	cup	is	also	much	bigger	today	than	in	the	past.

Scientific	Consensus	(Score:1)
by	pastafazou	(	648001	)
Yeah,	back	in	the	old	days,	EVERYONE	used	tiny	glasses,	and	NOBODY	ever	drank	to	the	point	of	passing	out.
Consuming	excessive	amounts	of	alcohol	and	passing	out	is	entirely	a	modern	day	event,	pioneered	in	1989	by	a
frat	house	(Theta	Beta	Sigma,	I	believe)	out	of	Syracuse	University.

Wine	sucked	...	(Score:2)
by	CaptainDork	(	3678879	)
...back	then	and	wasn't	a	multi-billion	dollar	industry.
Marketing	basics	calls	for	increased	vessel	size,	like	saying,	"apply	liberally."

Re:	(Score:2)
by	dargaud	(	518470	)
When	you	say	"wine	sucked	back	then",	you	are	right.	Making	good	wine	is	difficult.	But	nowadays	there's	a	whole
gamut	of	analyses	to	understand	the	problems	(too	acid,	not	enough	alcohol,	not	tannic	enough,	etc)	and	chemicals
to	remediate.	Just	go	on	a	website	that	sell	winemaking	accessories	to	have	an	idea	of	the	possible	issues...	And
this	means	that	nowadays	there	are	no	bad	wines	anymore.	Even	2$	bottles	are	quite	drinkable	while	50	years	ago
you'd	use	them	to	clean	rusted	metal.

Aroma	(Score:2)
by	Rick	Schumann	(	4662797	)
I	was	under	the	impression	that	wine	glasses	(which	by	the	way	are	different	shapes	for	use	with	different
varieties	of	wine)	were	the	size	they	are	to	allow	space	for	the	'nose'	of	the	wine	poured	to	develop,	and	that	there
was	an	olfactory	component	to	the	experience	of	drinking	wine.	Of	course	if	you're	talking	about	bottles	of	Two
Buck	Chuck	or	Night	Train,	then	I	guess	a	disposable	red	plastic	cup	is	good	enough	--	if	you	don't	just	swill	it
straight	from	the	bottle,	that	is.

Still	small	potatoes.	(Score:2)
by	mark-t	(	151149	)
If	you	wanna	get	*really*	serious	about	drinking	wine,	try	this	[amazon.com].

They	definitely	ate	less	meat	(Score:2)
by	140Mandak262Jamuna	(	970587	)
The	striking	nugget	of	info	I	got	while	touring	Monticello	was	that,	Thomas	Jefferson	rationed	half	a	pound	of	meat
per	week	per	slave/worker.	They	also	grew	some	40	different	vegetables,	but	they	ate	pathetically	little	meat.
Letters	from	immigrants	to	Ameica	sent	back	home	to	Bavaria,	Italy,	Greece	etc	were	recovered	from	dusty	attics
and	long	forgotten	chests.	They	mention	being	able	to	eat	meat/chicken	every	day	as	an	astonishing	thing.
Even	in	America	100	years	ago	middle	class	had	horses	and	a	few	r

Glass	design	(Score:2)
by	Whatever	Fits	(	262060	)
Glasses	are	designed	to	aerate	the	wine	in	order	to	improve	the	flavor	as	well	as	the	shape	holds	the	aroma	in	the
glass	allowing	the	consumer	to	smell	the	wine	as	they	taste	it.	The	size	and	shape	of	the	glass	are	important	for
this	and	specific	wines	have	specific	glasses	designed	just	for	them.	I	firmly	believe	this	is	dramatic	overkill	as	I
can't	tell	the	differences	between	the	glasses	but	my	sommelier	friends	might	disagree	with	me.

Size	of	the	bowl	has	a	purpose?	(Score:2)
by	ripvlan	(	2609033	)
I	thought	that	different	sized	glasses	were	to	help	with	the	bouquet	and	make	the	experience	better!	Not	that	you
should	Fill	the	glass	to	the	top.
But	it	is	difficult	to	understand	where	a	"single	serving"	of	wine	should	be	filled	to.
Super	size	everything.	20oz	beer,	24oz	soda,	32oz	big	gulp.
I	looked	into	this	awhile	ago	because	I	became	concerned	around	drinking	&	driving.	When	I	was	young	the	limit
was	0.10	the	rule	of	thumb	was	"one	drink	per	hour"	Nice	and	simple	to	remember	(of	course	now	it'

It	makes	sense	really...	(Score:1)
by	atrex	(	4811433	)
Wine	makers	wanted	to	sell	more	wine	and	make	more	money.

They	couldn't	easily	convince	people	to	drink	more	glasses	of	wine	because	people	know	that	they	shouldn't	drink
"too	much".	So,	they	went	to	the	glass	blowers	and	said,	"Hey,	lets	make	a	deal.	You	make	wine	glasses	that	are
bigger	so	you	have	to	use	more	glass	and	get	to	charge	more	for	them.	People	will	pour	more	wine	into	the	larger
glasses	since	no	one	just	fills	a	glass	half	full.	You'll	still	sell	the	same	number	of	glasses	and	you'll	get

wait	wait	wait	we're	jumping	to	conclusions	(Score:2)
by	roc97007	(	608802	)
This	looks	like	a	huge	extrapolation	from	a	single	datum.
My	understanding	of	those	large	wine	glasses	are	to	show	off	the	other,	non-drinking	qualities	of	the	wine.	The
empty	space	in	the	globe	collects	the	wine's	bouquet,	allowing	you	to	experience	more	of	the	wine's	scent	as	you
drink,	and	the	large	diameter	makes	it	easy	to	check	the	wine's	density	(tip	slightly,	return	to	upright,	observe	how
fast	the	wine	on	the	side	of	the	glass	returns	to	the	pool).
Test	by:	Take	your	SO	to	a	nice	restaurant,	order

Re:	(Score:2)
by	roc97007	(	608802	)
Also	test	by,	look	at	the	size	of	brandy	snifters.	Wow,	what	lushes	we	are!

Re:	(Score:2)
by	cyberchondriac	(	456626	)
Humans	weren't	7	times	smaller	back	then.	More	likely	this	is	a	result	of	mass	production,	and	demand.
6	hidden	comments

Re:	(Score:2)
by	um...	Lucas	(	13147	)
IS	it	the	"lefts"	fault	for	forcing	people	out	of	jobs	after	they've	been	abusing	the	power	bestowed	on	them?	Or	is	it
the	fault	of	the	people	doing	those	actions?
Whatever	happened	to	"personal	responsibility",	which	used	to	be	the	mantra	of	the	right?	Oh,	that's	gone...
1	hidden	comment

Re:	(Score:3)
by	cyberchondriac	(	456626	)
Must	we	take	it	there?	Politics	in	this	place	have	already	encroached	into	every	discussion,	relevant	or	not.
6	hidden	comments

Re:	(Score:1)
by	PopeRatzo	(	965947	)
Must	we	take	it	there?	Politics	in	this	place	have	already	encroached	into	every	discussion,	relevant	or	not.
That	reminds	me,	I	have	another	Roy	Moore	joke:
"So,	the	Alabama	Republican	senate	candidate	ran	a	good	campaign,	but	he	came	in	a	little	behind."

Re:	(Score:2)
by	jellomizer	(	103300	)
I	think	it	may	be	more	due	to	the	ability	to	make	huge	amount	of	this	stuff	so	it	is	more	affordable.
A	glass	of	wine	made	the	traditional	way	(with	the	quality	of	a	cheap	$10	wine)	adjusted	for	inflation	would
probably	be	$225	a	bottle.	Where	with	mass	production	we	can	make	a	better	quality	$25	bottle	of	wine.	So	today
a	bottle	of	wine	isn't	a	trade-off	of	a	week	worth	of	groceries.

Re:	(Score:3)
by	TheRaven64	(	641858	)
It's	also	somewhat	disingenuous	to	conflate	capacity	with	serving	size.	Modern	red	wine	glasses,	which	TFA
appeared	to	be	talking	about,	are	generally	very	wide	to	allow	a	large	surface	area	at	the	top.	They	are	supposed
to	be	filled	to	their	widest	point,	which	is	typically	around	20%	of	the	way	up,	and	have	a	larger	area	that	narrows
higher	up	to	reduce	the	risk	of	spilling.
There's	also	a	lot	of	fashion	involved	in	glass	design.	A	couple	of	hundred	years	ago,	only	rich	people	would	have
drunk	wine	f
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